
4 Experiencing democratic transformations

A democracy is more than a form of government; it is primarily a mode
of associated living, of conjoint communicated experience.

John Dewey

It is rarely contested that the political process of Soviet-type governments
was not democratic, as it was characterised by a power monopoly, a lack
of accountability, fake constitutionalism, and the absence of meaningful
elections. The normative imperative of establishing political democracy,
however, has made analysts disregard the social foundations of democrat-
isation. The formal distinction between a previous ‘non-democratic’
period under communism and an ensuing ‘democratic’ period after its
demise illustrates the political conflict of the Cold War but explains little
about the emergence of democracy. It would be shortsighted to assume
that democracy ‘failed’ with the victory of the October Revolution in
1917 and ‘won’ with the collapse of communism in 1989 and 1991.
Historically, any politically useful conception of democratic transforma-
tion requires connecting the meanings, representations, and expectations
of people and elites under communism. Experience is thus not simply
the dead hand of the past but a living and creative process of social
reordering.

This chapter examines the epistemological basis of the mirrored oppo-
sition between communism and democracy. The determinism of consoli-
dating liberal democracy has purged the subjectivity of actors and the
formative influence of political symbolism on the emergence of
democracy. Confined to a positivist focus on the functional, procedural,
and legal-normative aspects of political systems, much social inquiry has
pre-empted the political struggle over their foundations.1 While the socio-
genetic particularities of the communist experience have become reified
as ‘legacies’, political developments leading away from communism were
seen as ‘outcomes’. The renaissance of the paradigm of totalitarianism in

1 Claus Offe, ‘Capitalism by Democratic Design? Democratic Theory Facing the Triple
Transition in East Central Europe’, Social Research, 58, 4 (1991), 865–92.
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recent years, for instance, has attributed many of the defects of recent
transformations to the systemic legacy of communism. Against this view,
however, one can argue that the communist experience has generated
forms of consciousness that would sustain meanings of democracy in the
absence of political democracy. Democracy before 1989 was more a
socially mediated, vague, almost utopian vision cherished in small com-
munities and with little institutional reality. Being ardently desired but
out of reach as a governmental practice, democracy in communist eastern
Europe was an empire of the mind, tinged with eschatological expect-
ations, and pregnant with hazy images of total freedom.

The roots of democratic determinism

A considerable amount of work on democratisation in Russia and eastern
Europe has been tinged with assumptions about a specific ontology of
tradition and assumptions of civilisational backwardness. This claim was
complemented by the view that Russia and eastern Europe lacked an
endogenous democratic tradition, for two main reasons. On the one
hand, the historical sequence according to which the modern economy
took shape before the modern state seems to be reversed. The state was
not the product but the instrument of change, gaining ascendancy over all
aspects of social life of the nation. Rather than the gradual development of
a capitalist economy or a ‘bourgeois society’, one could witness a gradual
increase in etatism, which produced a society of pariah entrepreneurs,
and of political classes competing for the spoils of the state.2 The
traditional pattern of development in Russia – state-induced reform –
was sustained by the weakness of civil society, apathetic masses, and
strongly authoritarian patterns of leadership. This cultural backwardness
was also reflected in how eastern Europe as a concept in political
history was invented by Enlightenment thought, which endowed rising
nation-states in the West with a mythical ‘Other’.3 Consequently,
Western historiography has tended to exclude eastern Europe from
the concept of Europe on the grounds of natural, unbridgeable differ-
ences, implying that the West is superior and alone deserves the name of
Europe.4

2 Andrew Janos, The Politics of Backwardness in Hungary 1825–1945 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1982), 314.

3 Larry Wolff, Inventing Eastern Europe: The Map of Civilization on the Mind of the
Enlightenment (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994).

4 Norman Davies, Europe: A History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 16–25.
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On the other hand, culture was an enormous factor in east European
politics but as regards its politicisation rather than in terms of its flower-
ing. Since many of these countries did not ‘exist’ in the west European
sense of relatively unbroken historical continuity, intellectual elites engin-
eered cultural roots based on linguistic separatism, ethnic distinctive-
ness, and historical master narratives of a beginning of the nation. As a
consequence, ideas of culture in these countries have been strongly
influenced by the temptation of determinism.5 Especially in multi-ethnic
contexts, they have been associated with cultural racism, erecting boun-
daries of exclusion or legitimising violence. Similarly, cultural precon-
ceptions such as Russian authoritarianism, a Balkan mentality, or the
fatalistic Orthodox soul are considered as mysterious residual variables,
which bar the path to development.

The two major strands of theorisation on communist power reflected
such cultural determinism. While modernisation theory saw communism
as the developmental carrier for overcoming tradition and backwardness
in Russia, the theory of totalitarianism considered communism as a
consequence of specific national characteristics and an authoritarian
political culture. It denounced the violent and dehumanising character
of Soviet-type regimes. Essentially, both approaches concurred in assum-
ing that communism was profoundly anti-democratic. Modernisation
theory affirmed the universal reach and developmental potentiality of
democracy as a system of government rooted in the Western model of
the nation-state, where it had been crafted and from which it had to be
diffused. As one of three components of Western-type modernity
(besides capitalism and industrialisation), democracy exerted a spell on
the communist version of modernity. Accordingly, modernisation theory
acclaimed the collapse of communism as a decisive, if not the final, step
forward in political development. Whereas the collapse of the Soviet
Union had been hailed as a ‘vindication of modernisation theory’ in the
early 1990s, it has become a standard view to attribute the ensuing
disenchantment with the development of Russia’s democracy to the
continuity of its authoritarian culture.6

This cultural bias linked up with conceptual determinism. In the political
antagonism of the Cold War, the concept ‘totalitarian’ was established as
the polar opposite of ‘democratic’, as a pejorative term that simultaneously

5 C. M. Hann, Postsocialism: Ideals, Ideologies, and Practices in Eurasia (London: Routledge,
2002), 8.

6 Stephen Hanson, ‘Defining Democratic Consolidation’, in Richard D. Anderson et al.,
Postcommunism and the Theory of Democracy (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2001), 132.
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designated and disapproved of one-party states and mass terror.7 This
dichotomisation was partly a result of the shift in meanings with regard to
two interpretive strands in the thought on totalitarianism.8 Ideologically,
the earlier conception of totalitarianism followed a phenomenological and
philosophical approach highlighting totalitarian rule as the peak of the crisis
of the modern nation-state. This approach relied on a concern for the way
in which the person stands in a meaningful relation to the world, as it
appears to him or her in everyday experience. Especially after Stalin’s
death, however, the liberal approach came to see totalitarianism as its
own antithesis. Totalitarianism came to be considered as a set of ideolog-
ically prescribed organisational methods developed and employed for the
purpose of the violation of freedom of conscience, the politicisation of all
areas of social life, and the destruction of meaningful ties in society.9

Methodologically, the liberal view developed a whole range of compar-
isons of functional-empirical criteria, which established totalitarianism as
the mirror image of a Western-type liberal regime. Despite its usefulness
in a typology of political regimes, however, totalitarianism was a simplis-
tic notion as far as the sociohistorical foundations of political reality are
concerned. One of the best critical discussions of the variety of meanings
of totalitarianism in the Western world concluded that totalitarianism is
not a political science concept.10 Even if it is problematic to speak of
‘errors’ in the evolution of concepts, there is good reason to see some
validity in such a claim with regard to the theory of totalitarianism. This
‘error’ arises when something that cannot be grasped except through its
totalising character and that should be understood as a philosophical
problem is classified using criteria of empirical social science. Empirical
research in American Sovietology was not able to comprehend
communism’s assault on the basis of human dignity and human coex-
istence, something that only literary works such as those of Orwell,
Solzhenitsyn, Grossmann, Miłosz, Havel, and others could express.
Inspired by the antithesis with liberalism and oblivious of social founda-
tions and complexities of concrete life, the concept of totalitarianism also
reduced Stalinism and even the post-Stalin period to a mere undertaking

7 David Joravsky, ‘Communism in Historical Perspective’, American Historical Review, 99,
3 (1994), 849–50.

8 Michael Halberstam, Totalitarianism and the Modern Conception of Politics (New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, 1999), 5–6.

9 Carl Friedrich and Zbigniew Brzezinski, Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1956), 17.

10 Pierre Hassner, Violence and Peace (Budapest: Central European University Press, 1996),
221–68.
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of lies and constraints, where a ‘totalitarianism from below’ made resist-
ance by homo sovieticus meaningless.

The ‘error’ is somehow reproduced in empirical theories of democracy.
The implicit standard by which democratic transformations are meas-
ured is arguably linked to the empirical theory of democracy as it was
established during and after the Second World War.11 This vision propa-
gated liberal representative democracy on the basis of functional and
descriptive characteristics of governmental practice, based on elections
through universal suffrage and the regular competition of elites for
power in a consolidated legal framework. A major argument about the
empiricism of this approach consisted in the claim that it was realistic, as it
reflected the status quo of advanced liberal democracies. However, Joseph
A. Schumpeter’s seminal book Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy was
published in 1943 in the middle of a world war, which constituted an
existential threat to political democracy as a constitutional form of govern-
ment. It has been convincingly suggested that – given the empirical con-
ditions of democracy in much of the Western world, including the war
mobilisation in Anglo-Saxon countries – the book was not so much an
empirical description of how things really are.12 Rather it came down to a
normative prescription about the only possible way to avoid the evils of
totalitarianism, and thus should be seen as an attempt to bring theory into
accord with reality. During the Cold War, the empirical model has
become, in a monistic fashion, the only way to conceive of democracy as
a constitutional form of government.

The cultural determinism of a specific ontology of tradition and the
conceptual determinism by which the functional and procedural aspects
of communist rule are fundamentally opposed to liberal democracy go
along with historical determinism. Consistent with its narrow empirical
focus on liberal political democracy, the dominant discourse has discon-
nected the ‘non-democratic’ or ‘pre-democratic’ period from the demo-
cratic period, when democracy becomes the ‘only game in town’ and the
temptation of essential players to boycott the game is rendered inoper-
ative.13 Although the classical formulation of the idea of transitions to
democracy was very much interested in the genetic aspects of the concept,

11 Joseph A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, 5th edn (London: George
Allen & Unwin, 1976); Robert Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1956).

12 Jeffrey C. Isaac, Democracy in Dark Times (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press,
1998), 31–2.

13 Juan Linz and Alfred Stepan, Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation: Southern
Europe, South America and Post-Communist Europe (Baltimore and London: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1996), 5.
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the focus was soon shifted towards assessing criteria for the global con-
vergence of democracy.14 Identifying the beginning of democratisation
with the collapse of communism assumes that what did happen is what
had to happen. Comparative studies in democratisation suggested treating
post-communism in analogous fashion, at least initially, to the ‘wave of
democratisation’ that began in 1974 in Portugal.15

Studies of ‘consolidation’ suggested the overdetermination of democ-
racy through durable compliance with the rules and procedures of liberal
democracy as a system of government. Democratic consolidation has
advocated closure and has tended to reduce historical experience to an
appendix of an idea generated in completely different contexts. Setting
democratisation as a social end and a goal of development, the premises
of liberal democratic theory have excluded the meaningfulness of endog-
enous historical experiences when they claim that in eastern Europe ‘the
major obstacle to democratisation was Soviet control: once it was
removed, the movement to democracy spread rapidly’.16

Moreover, the monism of liberal democracy as a developmental goal
reproduces the deterministic historicist account of the concept of tran-
sition in Marx’s philosophy of history. Methodologically, such an
approach suggests that a systemic and institutional arrangement becomes
non-contingent as a consolidated democracy is characterised by deeply
internalised attitudes in social, institutional, and even psychological life.
Comparatively, this would imply that the democratisation of the United
States, Britain, France, or Germany could not be properly studied before
these countries actually met the requirements of mature liberal democ-
racy by introducing fully equal voting rights such as female voting or by
abolishing prerogative rights. Theoretically, much of the literature on
transitions to democracy has transposed the assumption on the inevita-
bility of communism by ‘liberalising’ the Marxist paradigm and projec-
ting a teleological outcome-expectation for democracy.17 While some

14 For a genetic perspective, see Dankwart Rustow, ‘Transitions to Democracy: Toward a
Dynamic Model’, Comparative Politics, 2, 3 (1970), 337–63; for a view on democracy
aiming at global convergence, see Adam Przeworski, Democracy and the Market: Political
and Economic Reforms in Eastern Europe and Latin America (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1991).

15 Philippe Schmitter and Terry Lynn Karl, ‘The Conceptual Travel of Transitologists and
Consolidologists: How Far to the East Should They Attempt to Go?’, Slavic Review, 53, 1
(1994), 173–85.

16 Samuel P. Huntington, ‘Democracy’s Third Wave’, in Larry Diamond and Marc
Plattner, eds., The Global Resurgence of Democracy, 2nd edn (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1996), 7.

17 See Nicolas Guilhot, ‘The Transition to the Human World of Democracy: Notes for a
History of the Concept of Transition, from Early Marxism to 1989’, European Journal of
Social Theory, 5, 2 (2002), 219–43.
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authors proclaimed the victory of liberal democracy as the only political
ideology, others argued for the relevance of a renaissance of Marxism
precisely because the victorious liberal democracy failed in its central
promises.18

The drama of democratic transformations

Does the absence of a democratic tradition under communist rule vindi-
cate the claim about the absence of a democratic consciousness or even
preclude a country’s democratic development? How would democracies in
the West have come into being without important and influential groups in
society that had developed a specific consciousness before the establish-
ment of institutional democracy? The political evolution of communism
warrants the choice of a dramatic perspective on democratisation that links
the social context to the theatrical, performative, and expressive features of
actors.19 The theatrical analogy not only allows for a defence against the
imposition of ‘prefabricated’ categories, but also is consistent with the
dramatic history of democracy, which until the late nineteenth century
was virtually a term of abuse.20 Despite its origins in ancient Greece, it was
a particular series of dramatic social and political upheavals at the end of
the eighteenth century that made democracy reappear as a viable concept
of political organisation. Revolutions in 1789 and 1917 socialised mean-
ings of republic or democracy.

If modern democracy as a constitutional form of government has its
roots in the American or the French Revolution, the self-perception of
key actors was not that of democrats, let alone ‘liberal democrats’ in the
late-twentieth-century sense. Although Enlightenment thought dyna-
mised classical notions of democracy and republic by coining the term
‘republicanism’, the American founding fathers mistrusted ‘democracy’.
In the first age of democratic revolution, there were no ‘democrats’, while
the age of aristocracy, as long as it was unchallenged, heard nothing of
‘aristocrats’.21 The French Revolution popularised democracy by

18 Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man (New York: Avon, 1993); Alex
Callinicos, The Revenge of History: Marxism and East Europe (Cambridge: Polity Press,
1991); Jerzy Szacki, Liberalism After Communism (Budapest: Central European
University Press, 1996).

19 Laurence Whitehead, Democratisation: Theory and Experience (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2002), 36–64.

20 John Dunn, ‘Conclusion’, in Dunn, ed., Democracy: The Unfinished Journey (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1992), 239–66.

21 R. Palmer, The Age of the Democratic Revolution, vol. I (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1959), 13–21.
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weaving the egalitarian Christian notion of the equal value of human
beings into the Enlightenment tradition of the emancipation of man.

The massive dislocation of political and social structures at the revolu-
tionary conjuncture mobilised social forces and opened up politics as the
realm of uncertainty. The complex and volatile history of the revolution
turned into the struggle between aristocratically inspired and elite-based
order of egoism and the order of equality. The long shadow of Thermidor
initiated the radical egalitarian turn of the French Revolution as the
figures of Gracchus Babeuf and Filippo Michele Buonarroti provided
democracy with a meaning of a fiercely divisive political category as
opposed to the victory of the order of egoism in the United States.22 A
lasting effect of the French Revolution was that democracy lost its fixation
on the constitutional realm and became a socially relevant but also
ideologically manipulative term. In the wake of the French Revolution,
democracy became a possible form of domination, a central historical
movement that was to draw more and more attention from the crowd.23

Although the institutional origins of American democracy are to be
found in the American Revolution, its evolution was not predetermined.
A victory by the Southern states in the American Civil War might have led
to the establishment of the Southern plantation system, entailing a
scenario in which the United States could have been in the position of
some modernising countries today, with a latifundia economy, a dominant
anti-democratic aristocracy, and a weak and dependent commercial
and industrial class, unable and unwilling to push forward towards polit-
ical democracy.24 The Emancipation Proclamation, issued by Abraham
Lincoln in 1863, did not free a single slave. It was in the contingent struggle
of force during the last two years of the civil war that the Republican Party
adopted the Emancipation Proclamation as a policy to be pursued without
knowing its merits and meaning.25

Historically, democracy does not rely upon one essential source or foun-
dation. It consists of a sequence of dramatic contexts that entail a host of
interpretive traditions, which remain, in one way or another, influential on
generations of political actors to come. Assumptions of elite-initiated dem-
ocratisation need to be qualified with a view to the cultural, historical, and

22 John Dunn, Setting the People Free: The Story of Democracy (London: Atlantic Books,
2005), 119–47.

23 François Furet, ‘The French Revolution Revisited’, in Gary Kates, ed., The French
Revolution (London and New York: Routledge, 1998), 71–90.

24 Barrington Moore, Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: Lord and Peasant in the
Making of the Modern World (Boston: Beacon Press, 1966), 112–15.

25 Michael Vorenberg, Final Freedom: The Civil War, the Abolition of Slavery, and the
Thirteenth Amendment (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
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social tissue of which civil society is made.26 In terms of a country’s or a
region’s history, such a context-dependent view needs to consider commu-
nist political societies as social organisms in gestation. The involvement of
the masses in the initiation of regime change is not only a function of the
disposition of the ruling elites. Their capacity for action and influence is
dependent upon the historically defined location that they occupied in
society.27

Concepts such as people’s democracy, revolutionary democracy, or
totalitarian democracy enjoy only faint support among political scientists,
because they are not considered to be viable options for constitutional
government. Historically, however, the emergence of democracy and that
of absolutism were tightly related, suggesting that democracy as a cons-
titutional form is much more of an authoritative type of government than
is usually acknowledged. In antiquity, the establishment of the Athenian
polis or of the Roman republic followed upon monarchical rule. Athens’s
victory against the Persian empire, its rise to the status of a sea power, and
the need for protection of its Asian colonies obliged the democratic polis
to build an empire over large parts of Greece.28 Similarly, the rise and the
decline of the Roman republic portray the intrinsic elements of imperial-
ist democracy. Democracy in modernity originated from revolutions (the
English, the French, and the Russian) that marked the culmination of the
development of the three major ideological movements of the modern
age: Protestantism, the Enlightenment, and socialism.

The beginning of ‘democratic politics’ in the French Revolution
opened up the potential of totalitarian democracy.29 In Jacob Talmon’s
view, two currents of democracy, one liberal and the other totalitarian,
have existed side by side ever since the eighteenth century. Before 1917,
totalitarian democracy was an ideological current, not a coherent pattern.
It emerged in the French Revolution and asserted itself through revolu-
tionary outbursts such as in the Paris Commune in 1871. In the October
Revolution of 1917, totalitarian democracy became a political force
inspired by ideological currents and further radicalised through histor-
ical action. Totalitarian democracy, with its tendencies to tyranny, hypoc-
risy, and self-deception, was the result of attempting to reconcile the

26 Graeme Gill, The Dynamics of Democratisation (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 2000),
192–212.

27 Michel Dobry, ed., Democratic and Capitalist Transitions in Eastern Europe (Dordrecht:
Kluwer, 2000); Dirk Berg-Schlosser and Jeremy Mitchell, eds., Conditions of Democracy
in Europe, 1919–1939 (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 2000).

28 Christian Meier, Athen. Ein Neubeginn der Weltgeschichte (Berlin: Siedler Verlag, 1996),
592–3.

29 Jacob Talmon, The Origins of Totalitarian Democracy (London: Secker & Warburg, 1952).
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incompatible nature of an all-embracing creed of salvation with the
political realisation of liberty.

While the emergence of the term ‘totalitarian’ is associated with the
classical notions of tyranny, totalitarianism in the twentieth century has
its sources also in the democratic conditions of incipient mass society with
its relativity of norms and values. In a very specific way, the emergence of
totalitarian rule in Russia and later in Nazi Germany confirmed earlier
insights about the contagion of regime types, as the tyrannical autocracy
of Bolshevik communism and Nazism seemed to be the only viable end to
mob rule.30 The politically relevant appearance of democratic mass soci-
ety in the early twentieth century was crucial for connecting mob rule as a
social force with the lawlessness of tyrannical power. Historically, this is
shown by the fact that ‘totalitarian’ as a notion arose in Italy in the early
1920s to designate the Fascists’ breach of election procedures when they
refused to accept the majority–minority principle, instead favouring a
‘total’ solution.31

Against the historically deterministic assumption about the opposition
of two types of democracy, one liberal and the other totalitarian, political
systems draw on a complex merger of authoritarian and democratic
elements. In the dramatic context of the empty space of power, the
close connection between liberalism and democracy is not evident. The
conceptual determinism of the Cold War period obfuscated the insight
that democratic culture inherently bears within itself the germs of a
dictatorial type of domination menacing the self-expression and human-
ity of man. Liberalism was born in the struggle against the tyranny of
absolute kings and is primarily concerned with the limitation of power of
the state over the individual. Conversely, a fully fledged democracy would
be a regime where the majority, through their representatives, could carry
through their will against any minority. As the basic principle of modern
democracy, the idea of majority rule permeates public opinion, the legis-
lature, the executive, and the judiciary. As a consequence, a person
wronged may have trouble finding adequate securities against this
‘tyranny of the majority’.32 In extreme situations, ‘democrats’ may be forced
to opt for authoritarian or totalitarian solutions in order to safeguard
democracy. Democracies are not tolerant, and there is hardly any more
determined entity than a democracy at war. Embattled democracy puts

30 Franz Borkenau, The Totalitarian Enemy (London: Faber and Faber, 1940), 150–2.
31 See Abbot Gleason, Totalitarianism: The Inner History of the Cold War (Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 1995), 14.
32 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America: The Complete and Unabridged, 2 vols., trans.

Henry Reeve (New York: Bantam, 2000), 299–302.
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all its life energy in fighting the enemy, who becomes the embodiment of
evil, which has to be crushed by the forces of democracy as the centre of
all virtue.33 If Carl Schmitt claimed that, ‘in particular, a dictatorship
cannot come into being by other than democratic means’,34 this was not
to blur any distinction between democratic and non-democratic as forms
of political organisation but to recognise the inherent ambivalence of
constituent power. In this vein, the foundation of post-fascist democra-
cies in Germany, Italy, or Japan was achieved by a temporary constitu-
tional dictatorship.

Communist leaders claimed to embody true democracy not because
of their substantial contribution to political democracy but because
this claim was part of the existential struggle for legitimising power
domestically and for achieving international recognition. Communism
relied upon the crucial institution of absolutist power that was the early-
modern police, not only developing a bureaucracy but also essentially
creating a new class of owners and exploiters.35 In terms of political
communication, however, communism developed a democratic termi-
nology based on techniques that stressed the centralising element, which
is expressed in notions such as people’s democracy or democratic central-
ism. Originally introduced for the purpose of curbing the power of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, it
became a hierarchically top-to-bottom principle of strict inner party
discipline after 1934.36

The emergence of the ‘people’

Democracy in the modern world has largely shown a tendency to achieve
ever-higher levels of equality in spheres of existence that had been far
more exclusive beforehand. Thus, social equality in the moment of the
political is not only enshrined politically in the constitutional claim of
popular sovereignty of the people as put forward by the classical doctrine
of democracy. Historically, it also becomes socially productive as an
expression of insurrectionary crowds, contentious politics, and collective
violence.37 Popular sovereignty has not only been a matter of normatively

33 George F. Kennan, Russia and the West Under Lenin and Stalin (Boston and Toronto:
Little, Brown and Company, 1961), 5.

34 Carl Schmitt, Verfassungslehre (Munich: Duncker & Humblodt, 1928), 237.
35 Milovan Djilas, The New Class (New York: Praeger, 1964), 37–69.
36 Stephen Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1995), 546 n. 50.
37 John Markoff, ‘Violence, Emancipation, and Democracy’, in Kates, The French

Revolution, 236–78.
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inspired and constitutionally guaranteed doctrines. Before constitutive
acts are established, democratic action requires a self-consciousness of
individuals as acting on behalf of the people as a political subject.

The modern conception of representation includes the symbol ‘people’
in two meanings, both as legitimising the government and as being repre-
sented.38 Abraham Lincoln’s classical formulation of democracy as ‘the
government of the people, by the people, and for the people’ indicates that
the notion of the people absorbs three dimensions whose simultaneity,
however, should not be taken for granted. It designates the articulated
political society, its representatives, and the membership that is bound by
the acts of the representative. This set of different dimensions has not been
a timeless constant but has developed as a result of several crises. Lincoln’s
Gettysburg address of 1863 gives the classical synthesis of democracy as
an act of honouring the dead in the civil war who gave the last full measure
of devotion to the community. Lincoln resolved that present and future
generations should be firmly convinced that these dead had not died in
vain but had bequeathed the nation a new birth of freedom.

By contrast, in medieval language it was common sense to distinguish
the ‘people’ into two different categories, the ‘realm’ and the ‘subjects’.
One cause for exalting the central notion of equality in processes of
democratisation is intimated in the strong egalitarian element of
Christianity. The essential spiritual motif for democratisation in the
West was formulated by the English reformers of the fourteenth to the
eighteenth century, when they took the life of the Christian community
and of the community-constitution as a model for the existence of citizens
in a national society also in secular matters.39 Lincoln’s definition of
democracy must be set into the broader historical context of the emer-
gence of the spiritual source of this appeal. This is to be found in the
prologue to John Wycliffe’s 1384 translation of the Bible: ‘This Bible is
for the government of the people, by the people, and for the people.’
Constitutional democracy, especially in the Anglo-Saxon countries, has
been a form of civil theology, inherent to the prophetic and messianic
monotheism of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, concerned with the unity
of universal history, and characterised by an eschatological tension that
takes the constitutional form as an article of faith and projects a ‘finality’ to
it.40 If one central heritage of Christianity and specifically Protestantism

38 Eric Voegelin, The New Science of Politics: An Introduction (London and Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1987), 38–41.

39 Eric Voegelin, The Collected Works, vol. XI, Published Essays 1953–1965 (Columbia and
London: University of Missouri Press, 2000), ‘Democracy in the New Europe’, 61.

40 Voegelin, Published Essays 1953–1965, 183.
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was the generation of a civil society ruled by law, it was reinforced by
spiritual sanction on an individual basis and a self-restraint that forms the
essence of liberal democracy.41

The almost providential tendency towards democratic equality has not
been a law of social development. Transformations of consciousness in
individuals are often responses to unexpected and dramatic experiences.
Modern political thought and democratic theory have interpreted such
transformations as based on the power of will, choice, and action. In the
political moment, individual leadership is supposed to be ontologically
stable and not constrained by cultural and historical tradition. This
democratic individualism has been central to democratic theory and its
focus on individual autonomy.42 Whereas New Right thinkers have in
general tied the goals of liberty and equality to individualist political,
economic, and ethical doctrines, New Left thinkers have defended the
desirability of certain social or collective means and goals. Yet, ‘legal’ and
‘participatory’ theorists have a set of propositions in common. They are
connected through concepts of ‘autonomy’ or ‘independence’ that link
these aspirations together and help explain why they have been shared so
widely. Autonomy connotes the capacity of human beings to reason self-
consciously, to be self-determining in different situations upon deliber-
ation, judgement, and choice to act.

Revolutions and periods of deep uncertainty are at odds with such
essentialist assumptions regarding human autonomy. Human power in
terms of the potential capacity to form political arrangements is bound-
less. In the boundlessness of action, however, the actor is never merely a
‘doer’ but always and at the same time a ‘sufferer’.43 In revolutionary
conditions, equality can be likened to what Marcel Mauss termed ‘total
equality’.44 An anthropologically informed view suggests that democrat-
isation is not only based on the autonomous choice of an appropriate
model exogenous to the situation but needs to integrate the situational
premises of experiences of total equality. As a total social phenomenon, it
comprises political, economic, juridical, moral, aesthetic, and psycholog-
ical realities. Revolutions are liminal experiences where the equality of
conditions blurs hierarchies of political agency, establishes multiple sov-
ereignties and structures of dual power, dissolves identities and social

41 David Apter, ‘Political Religion in the New Nations’, in Clifford Geertz, ed., Old Societies
and New States: The Quest for Modernity in Asia and Africa (New York: Free Press, 1963),
76.

42 David Held, Models of Democracy (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1987), 268–70.
43 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago and London: University of Chicago

Press, 1958), 190–1.
44 Marcel Mauss, Sociologie et anthropologie, 9th edn (Paris: PUF, 2001), xxv–xxx.
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roles, and enhances the reciprocity of desires. Popular sovereignty has not
only been a matter of normatively inspired and constitutionally guar-
anteed doctrines; it has also been politically articulated through socially
dramatic events. In the boundless potential of the empty space of power,
the principle of inequality is the driving force at the bottom, as revolu-
tionaries either pursue the consolidation or the destruction of social
inequality.45 Even in the greatest anarchy, self-perceptions of bodily
existence, of the flow of historical time, and of some notion of one’s
own past, as well as the awareness of one’s existence in space, will provide
for certainties. Thus, equality of conditions refers not only to a legal
prescription laid down in democratic constitutions that would guarantee
equal treatment and equal respect for every man. When politics are
unbounded, the equality of conditions takes on a meaning beyond equal-
ity of estimation, which would imply legally enforceable equal treatment
and equal respect for everybody. Therefore, equality not only is the object
of a belief or the principle of social hierarchies and political rights but also
provides human relationships with meaning as far as it becomes irrever-
sible on the level of thought, even though in reality many inequalities
persist.

The democratisation of social conditions in the contentious politics of a
revolution acquires an autonomy of its own, articulating new meanings of
political concepts, which subsequently become politically constitutive.
While the representational principle of ‘the king in parliament’ preserved
the differences of rank, in itself it symbolised the relationship of head and
member in a single body-politic. Earlier, such as in the aftermath of the
Magna Carta, the ‘people’ originally meant only a rank in society without
any possibility of articulating – or aspiration to articulate – representation.
The attack at the Bastille in July 1789 endowed the concept ‘people’ with
a new meaning. An act of violence conducted by the people as a social
entity was interpreted by the representative body of the National
Assembly as an authoritative expression of popular sovereignty and legiti-
macy, thus converting an act of popular mass violence into the constitu-
tive act of the people as a political subject.46

After the February Revolution of 1917, the political project of turning
an autocracy into a constitutional regime was thwarted by the social
polarisation among the Russian people (narod) in a society out of joint.
In the confusion of dual power, the solution for filling the empty space of
power provided by communism was not only to declare but also to

45 Tocqueville, Democracy in America, 796.
46 William H. Sewell jnr, ‘Historical Events as Transformations of Structures: Inventing

Revolution at the Bastille’, Theory and Society, 25 (1996), 841–81.
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monopolise the interpretation of values, law, history, and knowledge.47

The Bolsheviks appropriated the symbolism of revolutionary equality in
the dictatorship of the proletariat. In the doctrine of the permanent
revolution, the communist party claimed to exercise sovereignty through
the non-political ideal of embodying the social spirit, the consciousness,
and the source of laws. Lenin used the slogan ‘All Power to the Soviets’
in order to highlight the specifically social meaning of the ‘people’ in
opposition to the Western liberal concept of political representation.
Supported by longstanding revolutionary desires and earlier uprisings
such as in the Revolution of 1905, the Russian Revolution of 1917 with
its two peaks in February and October deepened social polarisation and
transformed meanings of democracy. Concepts of liberal rights, individ-
ual responsibility, and limited government were not wholly alien to
traditions of ‘good governance’ before the revolution.48 Yet the initially
liberal project for a constitutional democracy was crowded out by social-
ised meanings of democracy in the dramatic and violent context of a
deeply divided society. Through the deep social polarisation between
February and October 1917, the initial liberal-constitutional notion of
democracy acquired a quasi-dictatorial meaning whereby the socially
disadvantaged aimed to expel the ‘bourgeois elements’ in the state as
enemies.49

Although some consider that Lenin rejected democracy as the rule of
the majority, in Lenin’s view the Soviet regime was majority rule. He did
not question the majoritarian principle of democracy but adapted the
situational premises of social polarisation to the conceptual meaning of
socialist democracy. In his view, the Western conception as one where the
liberal principle (based on individual autonomy and dignity) of majority
rule is part of the institutional apparatus of the state (parliament, plural-
ism, etc.) neglected the sociological element of the people as potentially
participating in the work of government. Faithful to the Marxian idea that
the revolutionary class of the proletariat has no class interest, under the
dictatorship of the proletariat the people would no longer be separated by
societal divisions, and the division between society and state would also
be removed. For Lenin, majority was therefore not associated with the
struggle for representation and votes in a parliamentary system; rather, it
rested on the identity of the vanguard party and the proletarian people

47 Claude Lefort, The Political Forms of Modern Society: Bureaucracy, Democracy,
Totalitarianism (Cambridge: Polity, 1986), 301–3.

48 Richard Sakwa, ‘Subjectivity, Politics and Order in Russian Political Evolution’, Slavic
Review, 54, 4 (1995), 943–64.

49 Orlando Figes and Boris Kolonitskii, Interpreting the Russian Revolution: The Language
and Symbols of 1917 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1999), 122–4.
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upon which the new state was based. Thus, the new power as the dictator-
ship of the overwhelming majority could and did maintain itself only by
winning the confidence of the great masses, only by drawing, in the freest,
broadest, and most energetic manner, all the masses into the work of
government.50

While the Bolshevik Revolution is commonly seen as ‘anti-democratic’,
the situational premises warrant its strongly ‘democratic’ appeal as rule of
the people, by the people, and for the people – that is, elements of democ-
racy that reproduce Lincoln’s classical synthesis of democracy. It has been
argued that this phrase derives its democratic credentials not from
any essence of democracy but only from Lincoln himself. It defies exact
analysis and does not suffice to define democracy because Stalin might
have used it first and he might have found plausible arguments to justify
it.51 The liberal critique of the inexactitude of Lincoln’s formula and its
possible abuse by Stalin, however, misses the point because it conceives of
democracy as a set of political institutions that safeguard liberal values as an
end in themselves.

The need for contextualisation is also important for the democratic
credentials of dissidence in eastern Europe. From a liberal perspective,
the intentions of dissidence in eastern Europe as a pursuit of ‘truth’ were
seen as largely inadequate for the institutionalisation of a new political
order or for conducting public policy.52 If the ethics of anti-politics are
discarded as a viable alternative to democratic action, however, two
logically opposed standards of autonomy are applied. Essentially, demo-
cratic theory would not see the manifestation of autonomy in the context
of a communist dictatorship as equivalent to the autonomy of civil society
necessary for a consolidated democracy. The autonomy demanded by
theories informed by democratic individualism differs contextually and
culturally from the very social conditions under which resistance against
communist rule was articulated historically. In such usage, autonomy
remains ‘outside’ concrete experience and is posited as an essence that
necessarily pre-exists the consolidation of a regime-type. Such a double
standard suggests that democratic preferences, sustained by individual
choice and self-interest, remain stable despite the boundlessness of action
and the dissolution of legal boundaries in the empty space of power.

50 V. I. Lenin, Selected Works, 12 vols. (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1939), vol. VII, 252.
51 Giovanni Sartori, The Theory of Democracy Revisited (Chatham, NJ: Chatham House

Publishers, 1987), 35.
52 Claus Offe, Varieties of Transition: The East European and East German Experience

(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1997), 187.
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Yet, presupposing a constituted system of power as the ‘final’ political
outcome of what democracy essentially is may not be congruous with the
production of meanings of democracy in the experiential basis of history.
In the dissolution of autocratic power, everything depends on how
the new type of power is symbolised in accordance with the social fabric.
In a twentieth-century version of Rousseau’s paradox of sovereignty,
C. B. Macpherson argued that there would be no further growth in
democratic participation without prior changes in social inequality and
in consciousness. Thus, changes in social inequality and consciousness
could not be achieved without a prior increase in democratic participa-
tion.53 The historical evolution of communism has seen revolutionary
outbreaks, when democratic participation occurred not as acts of voting
under constitutional guarantees but as appropriating the empty space of
power by public opinion and emotional solidarity among citizens.

Can autonomy be refused to the Hungarian revolutionaries of 1956,
the initiators of the Prague spring, or to the Polish Solidarność move-
ment? Does the absence of volition to enforce institutional reform and to
press for realistic change vindicate the failure of the democratising effort
of dissidence? If autonomous sectors in society were a sine qua non for the
establishment of democratic institutions such as constitutionalism, polit-
ical pluralism, or the rule of law, existing Western states could never have
established themselves as democracies. Although anti-politics in eastern
Europe was dismissed by many due to its manifest denial of reforming the
political system of communist government, it revealed the emptiness of
the space of power as it credibly established an ‘anti-political’ spiritual
movement based on the project of building a ‘hidden’ sphere, where
citizens would be liberated from the constraints imposed by the institu-
tionalised logic of official politics. The symbolism of these revolutionary
ruptures and popular memory associated with them was crucial for the
development of a participatory spirit of belonging to a nation. Moral
codes of ethical individualism and moral perfectionism did not emanate
from the pursuit of individual self-interest in a system of institutions but
from a positive affirmation of freedom and dignity against the socially
oppressive non-political logic of post-totalitarian rule. Its share of democ-
racy can be found in the determination of many individuals to distance
themselves spiritually from the contagious overall influence of communist
bureaucracy and the totalitarian lie.54 They also emanated from the concrete

53 C. B. Macpherson, The Life and Times of Liberal Democracy (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1977), 100.

54 György Konrád, Antipolitcs: An Essay, trans. from the Hungarian by Richard E. Allen
(San Diego/New York/London: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1984), 231.
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events of living through community experiences. As Tadeusz Mazowiecki
formulated it for the Polish case: ‘To defend [him]self from totalitarian-
ism, man need not return to individualism . . . Only responsibility for the
society, for forming its organisations and institutions, so that the social
community will strengthen the development and the respect for human
personality . . . can restore equilibrium and sanity to the society and
proper conditions for the individual development of the human
being.’55 Under communism, political impulses can hardly come from
‘professional politicians’ who have adopted the political habits and tech-
niques of communist power; they need to come from outsiders. Although
it refrained from active political reform, anti-communist dissidence was
aware of the stakes of genuine political reality. While citizens in former
communist countries have much to learn about the workings of liberal
democracy as an institutionalised system, Westerners have much to learn
from them about the practice of democratic citizenship.56

Meanings of democracy

While deterministic accounts see democracy as an outcome in terms of
political arrangements and their efficient control of behaviour through
power, an inquiry into democratisation requires including the
symbolisation of dramatic experiences for the formation of meanings of
democracy. Visions of equality and cultural representations of democracy
are appropriated through social memory and popular consciousness,
which in turn sustain meanings of and prospects for freedom and eman-
cipation. As products and objects of political struggles and social crises,
meanings of democracy enter cultural memory, they reinforce or chal-
lenge traditions, and they are culturally reshaped.57

Historically dated meanings of democracy, therefore, are not only epi-
sodes without real impact on the future development of the concept. As a
crucial concept in political theory, the notion of democracy in the West
was characterised by important shifts in meaning, which can roughly be
classified in three groups.58 Traditional concepts such as Aristotelian

55 Cited in Adam Przeworski, ‘Economic Reforms, Public Opinion, and Political
Institutions: Poland in the Eastern European Perspective’, in Bresser Pereira et al.,
eds., Economic Reforms in New Democracies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1993), 187.

56 Isaac, Democracy in Dark Times, 178.
57 John Markoff, Waves of Democracy: Social Movements and Political Change (Thousand

Oaks, CA: Pine Forge Press, 1996).
58 Reinhart Koselleck, Futures Past: On the Semantics of Historical Time (Cambridge, MA:

MIT Press, 1985), 82.
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constitutional thought retain an empirical validity even under modern
conditions. Other concepts such as the terms ‘history’ (Geschichte) or
‘class’ have kept the same word as a shell, but the meanings have changed
radically and can be recovered only historically. Finally, there are recur-
rently emerging neologisms such as ‘communism’ or ‘fascism’ that react
to specific social or political circumstances. Despite endless transitions
and superimpositions in the course of time, democracy can be considered
to be a traditional as well as a constantly changing or a recent concept.
Many definitions, procedures, and regularities of the ancient democracy
of the polis as a potential constitutional form are still present in modern
democracies. Following its modernisation in the eighteenth century, the
concept became equivalent to a new organisational form typical of the
large modern state and its social consequences. Introducing the rule of
law and the principle of equality modified old meanings. In the wake of
social transformations in the nineteenth century, democracy became
increasingly associated with a state of expectation which, within a histor-
ico-philosophical perspective – be it legislative or revolutionary – claimed
to satisfy newly constituted needs so that its meaning might be validated.
In the twentieth century, ‘democracy’ became a general concept replac-
ing ‘republic’ (politeia) that consigned to illegality all other constitutional
types as forms of rule. Due to this global universality, democratic theory
essentially produced a whole myriad of qualifying attributes as perhaps
the only manner by which democracy as a system of government could
retain any functional efficiency.

From an experiential perspective, however, autonomy goes beyond the
methodological individualism of autonomous subjects in a democrati-
cally constituted system. The lived experiences in exceptional revolu-
tionary situations acquire autonomy of their own. Few people would
deny that the Russian Revolution of February 1917 in the contextual
meaning of the time started off as a genuinely democratic revolution when
the overthrow of the tsar introduced ‘equality’ as a social driving force.
Not unlike Russia’s victory over Napoleon’s armies more than a century
earlier, the Second World War in Russia not only inflicted unprecedented
suffering, despair, and destruction on society, but also stimulated free
thought and autonomy that accompanied the activities of masses of
people together risking or sacrificing their lives in defence of their country
and its state.59 After Stalin’s death, de-Stalinisation brought about a
transformation in the communicative context, which – although vague,
limited, and contradictory – was mediated by the focus on socialist

59 Michael Urban et al., The Rebirth of Politics in Russia (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1997), 30.
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legality and in a not insignificant way revived the category of ‘democracy’
in Soviet society. Under the conditions of the non-political claim to rule
by a monopolistic party, where civil liberties, the rule of law, and an
effective political pluralism were suspended, the ‘small’ revolutions in
Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968, or Poland in 1980 were open
manifestations of autonomy and constitution of subjectivity. Such popu-
lar resistance created an empty space of power, which not only challenged
political structures of domination but also bequeathed a communicative
memory of ethical individual choice and the value of self-sacrifice upon
society.

At yet another stage, the Soviet dissident movement took up the
intellectual thrust of democracy in its letter to the Soviet leaders of 19
March 1970, which prefigured what was to become the language of
Gorbachev’s perestroika and glasnost.60 The democratic renaissance in
the Soviet Union at the end of the 1980s was primarily interested in
strengthening the accountability of party officials by reviving the soviets
in the republics as representative organs. Giving back genuine account-
ability to ‘the people’ was consistent with Gorbachev’s early statements
according to which perestroika prioritised cultural change with a focus on
attitudes, psychology, and consciousness. It thus included the educated
masses as a source of wisdom and information. It required not only the
formal accountability of officials but also the ‘pluralism of opinions’ and
systemic criticism, which realised an equalisation of status between offi-
cials and the masses.61

Democracy as an urgent hope has been contingent upon the cultural
context in society and the personal credentials of political leaders. For
instance, the Polish Solidarność movement adopted the tradition of the
democracy of the gentry – the only form of democracy to have taken
strong root in Poland – that was endowed by an ideal of unanimity and a
corresponding image of a unitary and single national will. Moreover, it
represented the legacy of national romanticism that valued Polish mes-
sianism and the loyalty to the national idea more than the responsibility
for current national affairs. Thus, the concern for an idealised past
became a structuring principle for Solidarność that was based more on
myth than on reality.62 In Poland’s self-limiting revolution in 1980 and
1981, the combined effort of intellectuals, workers, and the Catholic

60 Urban et al., The Rebirth of Politics in Russia, p. 62.
61 George W. Breslauer, Gorbachev and Yeltsin as Leaders (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 2002), 67.
62 Andrzej Walicki, The Three Traditions in Polish Patriotism and Their Contemporary

Relevance (Bloomington: Polish Studies Center, 1988), 10–13.
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Church merged romanticism and religious spirituality with the action of
the working class that propagated a democratic utopianism in the concept
of Solidarność.

Democracy in communist Europe has been shaping up across multiple
changes of meanings, as a context-laden and historically generated con-
cept. Civil resistance was an attempt to transform society by processes of
subjectivisation. Political opportunities become available only when sub-
jectivity is culturally empowered through symbols and memories that
sustain political imagination. Subjectivity is not synonymous with the
self-interest of ruling elites assumed by democratic individualism.
Rather, it refers to the recognition of the people as the source of political
authority and the need to represent this common destiny by symbolic acts
and the bestowal of political meaning. Not only objective causes but also
conjunctural factors affected the timing of the breakthrough in eastern
Europe.63 These include the formation of autonomous political groups,
the role of individual political leaders and their choices, the diffusion of
democratic ideas, and the influence of external forces, such as the liber-
alisation process in the Soviet Union and the attraction of the Western
political and economic model.

Thus, even failures to produce ‘democratic outcomes’ in terms of
regime change may be influential in providing models, beliefs, and the
spirit for overcoming autocratic rule. More broadly, national memories or
even myths of a democratic past may facilitate popular acceptance of
democratic political structures.64 Despite its openly anti-liberal systemic
features such as a negation of the rule of law, civil liberties, and constitu-
tional rights, the political evolution of communism contained shifts in
subjectivity and the development of new meanings of democracy.65

The tension between the emotional urgency and the intrinsic haziness
of democracy was characteristic of parts of central and east European and
Russian political culture. The diversity of meanings of democracy in the
political discourse of various post-communist countries intimates the
connection with historical experience and representations of democracy
before the collapse of communism. A closer examination of meanings of
democracy in post-communist countries such as in Russia, for instance,
suggests at least four roads to democratisation: the liberal, the republican,

63 Geoffrey Pridham and Tatu Vanhanen, eds., Democratization in Eastern Europe: Domestic
and International Perspectives (London and New York: Routledge, 1994), 255–62.

64 Attila Agh, Emerging Democracies in East Central Europe and the Balkans (Cheltenham and
Northampton: Edward Elgar, 1998), 20.

65 Sakwa, ‘Subjectivity’.
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the participatory, and the statist.66 Despite the hegemonic discourse of a
nascent Western identity and liberal democracy, post-communist soci-
eties are characterised by a confusing array of multiplicity of symbols and
meanings. While the democratic revolution of 1989 and 1991 brought
about the victory of liberal democracy and human rights, it is also asso-
ciated with an unprecedented wave of war, ethnic cleansing, exclusion,
and discrimination.67

The rise of Bolshevik power in Russia, of people’s democracies in
eastern Europe, and the small revolutions in 1956, 1968, and 1980
constituted not only outcomes in the domestic evolution of communism,
but also fundamentally transformed meanings of democracy in the West.
Originally a constitutional form of government with the concomitant
system of institutions, democracy became a normative aggregate, stand-
ing for an alternative civilisational truth and source of authority. In its
wake, democracy in the West did not remain confined to a constitutional
form, but became tinged with a strongly positive moral leaning.
Democracy became equivalent to a good society in operation, the anti-
thesis of the evil and dehumanising empire of communist dictatorship.68

Furthermore, Western democracies drew much of their own legitimacy as
the ‘good society’ from a pervasive fear of contagion with communism
and its ensuing stigmatisation as the ‘empire of evil’. Paradoxically, this
fear of contagion rested upon the fact that the systemic antagonism
between democracy and Soviet totalitarianism lacked the empirical real-
ity of open military conflict or an inherited hostile tradition. Following the
Second World War, Germany as the military enemy was replaced by the
totalitarian paradigm, which equated the Soviet Union with the total
externalisation of evil, thus promoting democracy, in a binary fashion,
as the morally good opposite.

Democratisation has been a process of movement towards an outcome
that is neither fully stable nor entirely predetermined. It might be
objected that working with such a hazy and by definition uncertain
variable would flaw any analytical value of such a procedure. As the
broad literatures on the European Union or on the global market econ-
omy suggest, these research topics are confronted with unpredictable
outcomes, unspecified sequences of development, and uncertain time
frames. Still, even if the European Union falls apart or the trends towards

66 John Dryzek and Leslie Holmes, Post-Communist Democratization: Political Discourses
Across Thirteen Countries (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 268–73.

67 Michael Mann, The Dark Side of Democracy: Explaining Ethnic Cleansing (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2004).

68 Seymour Martin Lipset, Political Man: The Social Bases of Politics (London: Heinemann,
1960), 403.
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a global marketisation are reversed, this kind of value-oriented social
inquiry will be important for our understanding of such processes.69

The diversity of meanings of democracy in the post-communist world
reflects rather than contradicts democratisation patterns in the Western
world. Despite the lack of institutionalisation and minimal procedural
guarantees under communist regimes, these visions of democracy must
not be considered as a mendacious version of reality. It is safe to assume
that democracy in the Western hemisphere has gained acceptance not
despite but because of its utopian bent. Whereas the Greeks coined the
term ‘democracy’ to describe their already existing form of government,
modernity has revived a term that prescribes an impossible form, making
‘democracy’ first and foremost a normative word: it does not describe a
thing, it prescribes an ideal.70 The linkage between original Athenian
democracy and modern democracy is anchored precisely in the ideal-
isation of the former, driven by a diffuse and urgent hope that human life
in the settings in which it takes place may come to be more a matter of
committed personal choice and less a matter of enforced compliance with
impersonal and external (and unwelcome) demands.71

A critic might well argue at this point that considering democratic
transformation as a drama is relativist and risks depriving democracy of
its specific character as a constitutional form of government. However,
the focus on global contingency and the potential decay of any manmade
order is anything but original. Rather, it reflects the tenuous success of
democracy before the second half of the twentieth century.72 The driving
forces of a society may undermine the very system once social conditions
have changed. Starting from Aristotle, political thought acknowledged
that democratic government is not autonomous from social conditions
such as war or mob rule, and therefore is one part in a sequence of other
forms of political domination.73 In Machiavelli’s view, the disunion and
strife among patricians and plebeians were the cause of liberty, stability,
and power in the Roman republic.74 Although man’s task is to provide for
the best and most durable constitution of a body-politic, as Rousseau
argued, a durable regime must not be confused with an eternal one. The

69 Whitehead, Democratisation, 33.
70 Giovanni Sartori, ‘Democracy’, International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, ed. David

L. Sills, vol. IV (New York: Macmillan and Free Press, 1968), 115–16.
71 Dunn, ‘Conclusion’, 256.
72 Robert A. Dahl, On Democracy (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1998), 1.
73 Aristotle, Politics, ed. Stephen Everson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988),
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body-politic, as much as the human body, starts dying from the moment
of its birth and carries within it the causes of its destruction.75 Rather than
identifying democracy with a specific doctrinal source, it is reasonable to
claim that it has been a by-product of the entire development of Western
civilisation.76

Any claim about the inevitability of establishing liberal democratic
regimes in the contemporary meaning in, say, France or the United
States would not be intellectually acceptable. Similarly, any claim about
political societies that are immune to extremism or that are particularly
sensitive to totalitarian menaces would be utterly ahistorical.77 What
appears as the fundamental antagonism between two systems, two worlds
of values, or ‘two souls’ is likely to be flawed in historical reality. It is
impossible, for instance, to distinguish between a ‘good’ and an ‘evil’
Germany, because one was inherently linked with the other. According to
Thomas Mann, ‘the evil was simultaneously the good, the good errant
and in decay’.78 To argue that Russia is Europe’s double and therefore
ineluctably set on a path of political and economic convergence with the
West is to overlook how the conjuncture of many Russias, often in deep
rivalry with the West, was influential in the pre-revolutionary and post-
revolutionary political evolution.79 It is impossible to scientifically decide
between different systems of values such as, for instance, between French
or German culture. This comes down to an eternal quarrel between
different Gods. Engaged in an irresolvable reciprocal struggle, the per-
manent contention of representational truths has been rationalised in
comparison to the mythical fights in old Greece, but this fight keeps on
being ruled by destiny, not by science.80

In Russia, for instance, the road to communism and to a totalitarian
system was not predetermined, as Russian society did not meet the ‘objec-
tive’ requirements of a revolutionary situation according to Marxist
requirements, characterised by a class struggle between a strong industrial
proletariat and a well-developed bourgeoisie. The determinist claim about
its ‘undemocratic’ nature has neglected the social foundations of meanings
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of democracy. Rather than being a utopian and impractical view of revers-
ing a system of political domination, practices of resistance to oppression
took shape in the hidden sphere through individual acts of written or
spoken defiance before they merged with the public sphere.81 It has been
a distinctive part of the communist experience that democracy has been a
civilising force that relied upon emotional bonds with the West but also was
grounded in experiences of freedom in the solidarity of the shaken, living in
dignity, or living in truth.82

81 James Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 1990).

82 Harald Wydra, ‘Democracy in Eastern Europe as a Civilizing Process’, in Dennis Smith
and Sue Wright, eds., Whose Europe? The Turn Towards Democracy (Oxford: Blackwell,
1999), 288–310.
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